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Videos The video platform has been built on a content-driven
system and we have.. Home Lolipedia Wiki By Greasemonkey
script of by. Offices, Holidays, Languages, What is it? Site Wip

Images Custom CSS My DeviantART Wip All of my original
deviantART images can be viewed and downloaded here in high-

quality! :) makan747.deviantart.com Digital Collection Braille
Newspaper A hard copy of the Braille newspaper can be

downloaded here. Check out the first issue! Links MLP is owned by
Hasbro and Lauren Faust. The iTunes Store and Amazon mp3 store

are owned by Apple Inc. and Amazon Inc. respectively. TV
programming is copyrighted by their respective channels, and may

not be redistributed or altered without the consent of the owner.
DeviantArt is owned by Hasbro Inc. and is produced by

collectibletrope.com. Legally, this page is private, and should not
be redistributed or altered. Artwork Work on the comic strip has
been temporarily suspended. I will put it on hold for now until I

finish working on a game in the future. The comic strip has moved
to a new website. You can still download "Madness in the Mall" as a

pdf here! Rocks! I keep finding these! Scanned Art I'm still in the
process of preparing for my major move in the summer! I have
taken some time off from drawing, though I will still attempt to

update my journal every week. Despite my break, I will be
returning to the comic in a few months! The next issue will be

released early next year and will have the second half of "Sleeping
with the Fishes". The comic strip has made it's way to the web!

Check out the link above! Credits and thanks Wrap-up Take a look
around the website. I have attempted to provide a comprehensive
listing of the resources I have used, but there are many more that I
have not included. Questions Please ask questions if you would like
clarification on the site! Thank you for reading! Contact If you have
any questions, comments, concerns, or would like to subscribe to

my RSS feed, please email me at makan c6a93da74d
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